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Soaring sector
T

here’s never any shortage of news about
the aerospace sector. Indeed, as Boeing’s
latest market analysis states: “By any
measure, the commercial aviation sector is
soaring. More people are taking to the air than
ever before, as our industry has now recorded
eight straight years of steady and above-trend
growth.”
The aerospace giant goes onto give market
statistics for the period 2018-2037, highlighting
that the world will require 42,000 new aircaft
during those years. Of those, 74% (31,360) will
be single-aisle units. Regional, wide-body and
freight account for 2,320, 8.070 and 980,
respectively. Collectively, that business is worth
$6.3 trillion. With such growth, capacity to
manufacture all the various elements is a key
focus for the industry players, and will be for
years to come.

But increasing capacity is not simply a matter
of duplicating resources or factories, not that that
is a simple matter, necessarily, of course. So
making more with what you already have by
using, say, better cutting tools, automation to
extend running hours, process control to maintain
best machining conditions or simulation of
programs to reduce set-up times or crash
potential all have their place. There are examples
in the pages of this supplement.
Most prominent here is Starrag’s installation
of a fully automated blade machining system.
This is a world-first, taking parts from forging and
presenting them ready for assembly.
Process innovation is another avenue – make
it differently. We have news on electroforming’s
potential and also cover additive manufacturing,
focusing on GE’s efforts and ambition in this
increasingly relevant area. ■
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AEROSPACE SUPPLEMENT
SECTOR MANUFACTURING NEWS IN BRIEF

Age’, will build on efforts that already see the
AMRC working with space and communication
pioneers such as BAE Systems, Boeing and
Airbus. https://is.gd/urecum

Innovative Performance
The E Series Concept
Combines conventional, manual
data input and CNC versatility
within one machine and control
system
E30/E40/E50/E60/E70
Apprentice, vocational training

• Machining of
simple/complex components

E90/110/120/150/175
Oil and gas industries

● Last year, Boeing won FAA approval for
the ﬁrst additively manufactured (AM)
titanium structural airplane component,
to be used in its 787 aircraft. This could
eventually save Boeing up to $3 million in
construction costs on each jet it builds. The
parts (above) are made by Norsk Titanium
(www.norsktitanium.com). Norsk has developed
its own technology for producing titanium
parts. Its Rapid Plasma Deposition, or RPD,
process sees titanium wire melted in a cloud
of argon gas. This process cuts down on both
raw material costs and energy usage,
compared to traditional forging and machining,
says Norsk, adding that a 50%-75%
improvement in buy-to-fly ratio is achieved. The
RPD process itself is FAA-certified, in fact.
● The University of Sheffield’s Advanced
Manufacturing Research Centre (AMRC)
has assembled a team of high-tech engineers
who will drive improvements in the UK’s space
technology manufacturing base. The move,
which is critical to the success of the UK
government’s vision for a ‘Great British Space

● GKN Aerospace, Filton, is producing
complex tools that were uneconomical or
impossible to make prior to the use of (AM).
According to Tim Hope, Additive Manufacturing
Centre manager at GKN Aerospace, the
company decided to invest in a Stratasys F900
Production 3D Printer in a bid to cut lead times
for production-line tools and to create complex
parts, impossible to make with traditional
manufacturing methods. https://is.gd/zoviti
● The largest radial tri-axial braider in the UK
is currently being installed at the University of
Sheffield’s Advanced Manufacturing
Research Centre (AMRC) to support the
development of complex lightweight preforms
for the automotive, aerospace and other
weight-sensitive industries.
https://is.gd/quhiweg
● Starrag UK has joined Made in the
Midlands (MIM), the influential peer group for
MDs and CEOs of manufacturing and
engineering firms in the Midlands. The
Birmingham-based company – which boasts
product ranges Berthiez, Bumotec, Dörries,
Droop+Rein, Ecospeed, Heckert, Scharmann,
SIP, Starrag and TTL – says joining MIM will
not only reinforce its solid reputation in the
aerospace and automotive sectors, but also
build on its continuing success in general
industrial markets. https://is.gd/hatexe

• Robust design for precision
and stablility
• Multiple tooling turret options
• Large spindle bores upto
580 mm diameter
• Automated cycles fast and
simple communication
between man and machine
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Lee Scott, left, Starrag UK’s director for sales and
applications, with Matthew Heath, JJ Churchill’s sales
manager, as they seal the deal at the Farnborough
International Airshow for a sixth Starrag machine
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● The University of Strathclyde’s
Advanced Forming Research Centre
(AFRC) has secured £16.5 million of
funding to establish an advanced hotforging facility. FutureForge, as it will be
named, is being funded by the UK
Aerospace Research and Technology
Programme. Set to begin operating in
2020, the facility will adjoin the existing
Renfrewshire-based centre and help
generate around £40 million of new
collaborative R&D projects over 10
years, creating up to 34 new jobs.
https://is.gd/texodo

HORIZONTAL /
VERTICAL LATHES
FOR ULTRA
PRECISION
TECHNOLOGY

● GKN Aerospace will develop and
manufacture two full-scale turbines for
the Prometheus low-cost re-usable
rocket engine demonstrator (right) that
uses liquid oxygen and methane
propellants. The turbines will generate
power for the methane fuel system,
with the first turbine to be delivered at
the end of 2019. https://is.gd/vebuca
● A Canada-UK two-phase research
project will develop analysis methods
and manufacturing knowledge required
to design and produce optimised
curvilinear variable stiffness laminates
fabricated by automated fibre placement (AFP)
and demonstrate application of the technology
on a representative civil aircraft structure.
https://is.gd/efopiv
● A super-strength alloy capable of
withstanding the massive stresses of space
travel has been developed by a team at the
Manufacturing Technology Centre (MTC) in
Coventry. Scientists and engineers at the MTC
have been working with Towcester-based
Sandwell UK to develop the ultra-resilient alloy,
using the latest shot-peening techniques.
https://is.gd/ejedun
● Quality management service provider
G&P has opened a new facility at Derby’s iHub
building, located on Infinity Park, which is
located to the south of the city, next to the
world headquarters of Rolls-Royce Civil
Aerospace and within 15 minutes of OEMs such
as Toyota Manufacturing (UK), Bombardier and
JCB. https://is.gd/roxijo
● Northern Aerospace, which has multiple
sites in the UK and Poland, has been acquired
by Chinese-owned Gardner Aerospace, one of
Europe’s largest suppliers of aerospace
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detailed parts and sub-assemblies.
https://is.gd/sequgu
● Aerospace engineering firm JJ Churchill has
signed a contract for an additional Starrag
machining centre, which will bring the number of
machines to six. The investment follows JJ
Churchill’s wining of a £70m, long-term contract
with Rolls-Royce. https://is.gd/focuyu
● RK International Machine Tools has
announced a new partnership covering the UK
and Ireland with Italy-based MCM (Machining
Center Manufacturing), a specialist in the
production of 4- and 5-axis machining centres.
Aerospace is a key sector for MCM.
https://is.gd/eyonuy
● Subcontractor Technoset has celebrated
40th anniversary with investments totalling
£700,000 and the winning of a new quality
award. Supported by the Manufacturing Growth
Programme, the company has successfully
worked towards and secured AS9100 Rev D,
required for work in the aerospace sector. The
award will ensure it can deliver more than
£1.4m of orders to produce engine, actuation,
interior lighting and landing gear parts.
https://is.gd/agidij
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AEROSPACE SUPPLEMENT
DONCASTERS REVEALS PRODUCTION BREAKTHROUGH

Electroforming
lip skins & beyond
Doncasters has been using electroforming for more than 13 years,
predominantly as erosion shields on rotor blades. Earlier this year, the
company unveiled a breakthrough use, as Andrew Woods, business
development manager for Electroform & Airmotive, explains

E

lectroforming is a proven productionbased additive manufacturing process
used to physically deposit metal in a
controlled process in microscopic layers to
highly precise geometries.
This year, at the Farnborough International
Air Show, Doncasters unveiled its pioneering
project that, it said, will “take the industry by
storm” – a fully electroformed leading-edge
erosion shield for an aerospace engine inlet lip
skin on a passenger jet.
Not a new process, electroforming has
been used for well over 100 years, but in
terms of aerospace applications, it is a relative
newcomer. The current main use of
electroforming is for rotative fixed components,
that protect the leading edge of composite
structures. Electroformed parts are form-fitting
and stress-free products that do not twist,
warp or spring back. They are prepped, bonded
and then mechanically fixed to components.
Nickel-based alloys are the most popular
choice of material, due to their favourable
mechanical properties. Nickel-cobalt, in
particular, has internal stress low enough for
the electroforming process while enabling the
creation of an alloy-enhanced finished part.
The main application of nickel-cobalt parts is
for erosion protection. Since 2005, Doncasters
has been developing helicopter blades through
the process of electroforming to protect them

Kyal Machine Tools Limited.
The Settling Rooms, Springfield Street.
MARKET HARBOROUGH
Leicestershire LE16 8BD
Tel No. 01858 467182
e-mail: simon@kyalmachinetools.co.uk

against premature wear and damage. For
example, bird aircraft strike hazards pose a
threat to composite blades. And while the
number of major accidents involving civil
aircraft is quite low, 65% of bird strikes still
cause damage to the aircraft.
Nacelle lip skins, just as with rotor blades,
need to be able to operate in harsh
environments and be produced to tight
tolerances. They are traditionally created by
spin-forming aluminium alloys, where a blank
of flat material is rotated on a spinning
machine and material ‘pushed’ over a forming
mandrel. During rotation, heat is applied to the
material by a gas torch.
Such spun-formed parts require significant
post-processing steps, including heat treating
for stress relief, burnishing and machining.
These parts are produced in a full
circumference, single piece, but operators may
require the lip skin to be in multiple sections to
allow for removal, and replacement of
damaged sections during the life cycle. This
can add further machining and stress relief
steps to assure that the segments do not
deform or spring back during installation.
Doncasters already produces a one-piece
inlet lip skin for a production turboprop engine.
The electroformed process was adopted to
replace a multi-piece sheet metal design that
was mechanically fastened to the engine
nacelle. The electroformed lip skin precisely
fits the contour of the nacelle and proved to be
more cost-effective for part production and
subsequent installation.
While this has proved successful for many
years, the Doncasters R&D team has identified
three major benefits of switching to the
electroforming process: cost saving:
A part is removed from a mandrel. More parts
can beneﬁt from this electroforming process,
says Doncasters
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Parts are additively manufactured, like plating, over a
mandrel, delivering precise, stress-free components

metallurgical improvements; and process
benefits.
On the first, generally speaking the process
of electroforming is more cost-effective than
aluminium spinning. This is predominantly down
to the reduced process steps, part count,
reduction and elimination in post-machining and
processing of the surface, automation (and low
labour costs) and defined time ‘in tank’.
Second, nickel cobalt has much better
erosion properties than alternative metals.
For example, its tensile strength is three times
higher than stainless steel, while its hardness
is more than 13% higher than titanium 6AI-4V.
It has a much better strength to weight ratio
and is corrosion resistant.
On process, like all additive manufacturing
processes, electroforming builds 3D objects by
adding layer-upon-layer of a material. In this
instance, it produces metal parts by electrodeposition of metal over a mandrel. It’s crucial
that the area is prepared to eliminate the risk of
contamination, so avoiding quality issues or
scrapping a part.
The first stage of the process sees metallic
pellets introduced into a precisely controlled
bath where they dissolve in the electroforming
solution, with current passed through anodes
resulting in the formation of nickel ions. The
ions then deposit onto the mandrel, which acts
as a cathode, as nickel metal. When the
desired thickness of part is achieved, the
mandrel is removed from the solution and the
part detached as a completed structural unit.
Once removed, the product is immediately
stress free, negating the need for stress relief
treatment, such as heat treating, of the
component. Because the finished parts match
the contour of the mandrel, the features are
very precise. Therefore, the outer mould line of
the lip skin can provide tight tolerances,
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providing an aerodynamic surface that reduces
drag, creating a laminar flow surface that also
reduces drag and improves aerodynamic
performance on the aircraft nacelle. It also
eliminates the need for post-fabrication
machining of the contour. The parts can then be
trimmed to length and other features added,
including drilling of holes for attachment to the
outer barrel of the engine nacelle. Another
feature of the of the process allows for the part
to be produced with either a matte or mirror
finish, if desired, eliminating the need for
burnishing and polishing.
Because the parts are produced stress-free,
the option exists to produce the parts in a full
circumference single piece that can then be
machined into segments without incurring
deformation or spring back, or they can be
electroformed in sections, if needed.
Depending on the size and part feature
complexity, the growth time for a simple leading
edge would take approximately eight-10 hours,
while a large lip skin might be over 100 hours
growth time. Doncasters has an ongoing
programme to reduce ‘tank times’, which will
promote further cost benefits.
Beyond aerospace and lip skins, Doncasters
is already working on electroforming for
helicopter lens surrounds’ and hard coating on
glass forming tools, engine spinners and
leading edges on outer and inner guide vanes
for turbofan engines. It has also identified a
plethora of sectors that electroforming has the
opportunity to be involved with: automotive, for
lightweight casings for transmission and electric
motors; renewables, for metallic leading-edge
solutions on wind turbine blades; niche
vehicles, for sports exhaust parts or metallic
trims; and aerospace industry, for leading
edges on turboprop blades, fairings, cowls, HIP
canisters, etc. ■
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AEROSPACE SUPPLEMENT
WORLD-FIRST BLADE MACHINING FMS

Automated
blade manufacture
In a world-ﬁrst, Starrag has designed, developed and fully integrated
a ﬂexible manufacturing system (FMS) for the automated complete
machining – incorporating combined milling and turning on Starrag
machining centres – of Inconel and titanium aerofoil variable guide vanes
from forging to ready for assembly

T

he system – scheduled to be
commissioned later this year – is forecast
to produce huge benefits, including:
● Individual machining of each 160 mm long
blade completed in under 50 mins, not hours;
● Replacement of at least 80 ‘conventional’
turning and milling machines, and separate setups, plus associated operator presence of at
least one person/machine for each shift; and
● Unmanned operation for at least 24 hours
(but up to 36 hours), accommodating random
batch sizes of blades of either material type.
In addition, the FMS offers:
● Integration of automated loading and
unloading, automated set-up change; milling,
turning, threading, polishing, measuring,
washing and laser marking processes;
● 24/7 operation;
● Guaranteed finished-machined and ready-toassemble output of every completed blade;
● 100% inspection conformance and QC
certificates for each blade;
● 100% process tracking and traceability – each
blade carries a unique identification code.
Developed over 18 months, the multi-millionpound FMS comprises a mixture of best-in-class
manufacturing technologies from various
suppliers; machines brought together and
integrated by Starrag (https://is.gd/akakav).
The heart of the system is seven Starrag LX 021
machining centres, however, which complete all
Starrag’s LX 021 is a 20 kW/22.5 Nm,
30,000 rpm 5-axis vertical machining
centre plus has a 4,000 rpm
turning capacity (axes A1 and
A2). It has X-, Y- and Z-axis
travels of 400, 200 and 410
mm, respectively, plus 360°
in the A-axis and -45/+95° in
the swivelling B-axis
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blade turning and milling, as well as blade
threading/parting off.
Any blade of any material type can be tackled
by any Starrag unit, without operator
involvement, achieved via a single datum for
every workpiece and using standardised fixturing
(designed and built by Starrag).
Oversized by only 1-3 mm, forged blade
blanks are held in four storage cassettes before
an overhead gantry robot picks up a cassette
and loads it into the system. The robot selects
grippers for handling the fixtures, blanks and
finished blades. It places a blank into the first
fixture at the set-up station and the fixture is
moved into one of the LX 021s where, initially,
the blade’s clamping faces (at the end of the
shafts) are machined.
Then follows an integrated sequence of
washing of both workpiece and fixture before the
blades are re-chucked for aerofoil and shaft
milling and turning. The robot then moves the
blades to the polishing and deburring cell where
the aerofoil and edges are polished (wet and dry
polishing to Ra 0.3 on machines with automatic
abrasive belt changers), before fixturing and
another clean prior to co-ordinate measurement
(CMM), using both tactile (touch-probe)
measuring and optical scanning. Finally, each
blade is laser marked with a unique code.
The fixture and blade are then cleaned again
before the blade undergoes thread cutting/cutoff of its clamping faces in an LX 021, to be
followed by another clean before returning to
the CMM for a second measuring
sequence involving blade alignment
and orientation. After every individual
feature has been measured, each
finished part is transported back
to the automatic set-up station
and replaced into a cassette.
The only human involvement in
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A world-ﬁrst – Starrag’s FMS for the automated
complete machining of Inconel and titanium
aerofoil variable guide vanes

Innovative Performance
The E Series Concept

the manufacturing
process is the manual
loading of the oversized
forgings to cassettes that are taken
into and removed from the cell via an access
portal – plus all tooling is pre-set (using a Zoller
[https://is.gd/evacuc] presetter and Balluff
[https://is.gd/orihip] chip reader) offline and
manually loaded to each of the LX 021’s
90-station toolchangers. All tooling – solid
carbide – is Starrag-designed and made.
Once in the cell, the entire movement of
blades between the individual stations, including
inspection, is achieved automatically via two
gantry-mounted ABB (https://is.gd/lodebo) six-axis
robots. This minimises overall travel times along
the 40 m long cell, but also one robot can take
over all handling duties, if one unit is out of
action. The system is designed so that there
cannot be any single source of failure due.
Aside from the seven LX 021 machines with a
four-pallet buffer station, there are, for instance,
two Cellro washing machines, two Flexmill
grinding/polishing machines with ABB six-axis
robots and two Hexagon-Leitz CMMs (https://
is.gd/daguku) with three-pallet buffer.
A tower storage magazine holds workpieces,
their fixtures and robot grippers, as well as 1,500
blades to support extended unmanned running.
In addition, there are two buffer stations for
fixtures and two robot gripper stations.
Says Klaus Struebel, Starrag AG’s sales
director for Asia Pacific: “If all the machines and
gantry robots are considered as the ‘working
limbs’ of the FMS, then Starrag’s development of
the software that integrates all aspects of the
system can fairly be described as its lifeblood.
Starrag’s Production Control Software centrally
integrates and manages all aspects of FMS
operation, as well as the collection and
evaluation of production and measurement data
for each workpiece.
“In addition to generating production and
measurement reports in real-time, the software –
which can be integrated into the customer’s ERP
system for order definition, machining program
transfer and tool lists, for example – also
automatically generates resource requirements
lists for advanced production schedules.”
The resulting machine condition monitoring

www.machinery.co.uk

Combines conventional, manual
data input and CNC versatility
within one machine and control
system

and diagnostics
data – for instance,
status monitoring of the Starrag machines’ main
axes (power consumption, for example), and
geometric accuracy (machine zero points and
kinematic accuracy), plus the gantry loader,
loading stations and pallets – also correlates with
Starrag’s Integrated Production System, an
integral part of the company’s Industry 4.0
strategies.
Continues Struebel: “Our customer, an
existing user of Starrag machines (including STC
machining centres for casings and blisks, for the
domestic as well as military aircraft markets, for
example) wanted to reduce operator involvement
and eliminate potential errors in the manual
transfer of blades between machines and
processes – and have no idle times.
“It also demanded integrated and consistent
high quality polishing and deburring (no steps) on
the finished blades, as well as full traceability of
every part. And it wanted to deal with just one
supplier; to have just a single point of contact.
“Starrag was able to fulfill that demand,
drawing on our vast experience of blade
manufacture, in this instance based around the
integrated employment of blade turning and
milling in a single machining centre, plus over 25
years’ expertise in developing FMS for
aerostructures and casings, as well as airfoil
parts, and integrating all other manufacturing
aspects required using sophisticated software
functionality to achieve a world-leading FMS.”
He concludes: “The result is a groundbreaking
automated FMS. It is the world’s first for
unmanned blade machining and, in this instance,
it will generate extraordinary production rewards
with consistently high quality output for a
company that is installing the ultimate blade
manufacturing system, which will be unrivalled in
sophistication and productivity for the
foreseeable future. This is clear proof of our
claim ‘Engineering precisely what you value’.” ■
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AEROSPACE SUPPLEMENT
PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY CASE BOOK

Streamlined machining
TGM favours Hurco in boosting capacity; GKN Aerospace puts Heller on
24/7 roughing duty; Magellan Aerospace opts for Studer; plus, engine
turbine assembly inspection & general product update

A

seventh 5-axis machining centre has
been installed at Preston-based, Tier-2
aerospace subcontractor TGM,
primarily to cope with increasing volumes of
Airbus A350 work. Three years ago, the firm
was delivering four port and starboard aircraft
wing sets comprising 20 parts each every
month; today, 10 sets per month are required
and the number will climb further over the
next two years.
In support of this, the firm has added a
5-axis Hurco VMX42SRTi (https://is.gd/
utebev), with its conversational programming
capability built into its WinMax control system
a key factor. Says TGM director Sarah
Stephens: “We already have eight 3-axis
Hurco machining centres on-site, including
one with an add-on rotary axis, so are familiar
with the manufacturer’s twin-screen, menudriven control system and graphical user
interface.
“Our operators have always found it to be
user-friendly for shopfloor programming and
on the latest machine only the fifth, B-axis
that swivels the spindle head is different, so
adaptation was easy. The skill sets were
already in place to create 5-axis cycles
involving the positioning of both rotary axes.
“We purchased extra WinMax software to
run on a laptop and use it to program around
90% of jobs run on the Hurcos, including the
5-axis machine, with data for the remaining
work entered at the controls on the shopfloor.

“Essentially, the Hurco software is an
inexpensive way of preparing components for
3+2-axis machining. It is like an extra CAM
seat but costs vastly less than the £50,000
purchase price and £5,000 annual
maintenance of one of our top-end CADCAM
packages alone.”
Cycles currently being run on the Hurco
5-axis machine contain no ISO content
generated in the CADCAM systems at TGM,
although it could be included via the NC
Merge capability in WinMax. There are no
plans to put fully interpolative 5-axis jobs on
the machine either, but that would also be
possible with a suitable post processor.
The Hurco VMX42SRTi, with its more than
one-metre X-axis travel and 610 mm
movement in Y and Z, is of ideal size for
producing smaller parts for Airbus A350
wings, such as ribs, intercostals and
brackets. All components are aluminium,
except for one, which is machined from
titanium billet.
Explains Steve Holmes, the
subcontractor’s operations director: “One
advantage of the Hurco 5-axis SRTi design is
that the fifth axis is provided by a ± 90°
swivelling spindle head, so you do not lose
Z-axis travel as on a machine with a trunnionmounted rotary table. The configuration fitted
well with our need to produce 40 Airbus
T-pieces per month that are over 30 cm tall.
“The other thing we like about the machine

HORIZONTAL /
VERTICAL LATHES
FOR ULTRA
PRECISION
TECHNOLOGY

TGM is familiar with Hurco’s twinscreen, menu-driven control system
and graphical user interface
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GKN Aerospace installed a Heller unit
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is that we can ignore the flush rotary table and
lay a large component across the full 1.27 m
fixed table for 3- or 4-axis machining.
Alternatively, there are Op 1/Op 2 to
opportunities. The machine provides a lot of
versatility.”
Over two-thirds of TGM’s throughput is
destined for Airbus, with the remainder going
mainly into the Boeing supply chain, notably
for the 787 Dreamliner. This prime’s build
rates are also rising, so all of the machining
centres at Preston, including the Hurcos, are
very busy.
At GKN Aerospace, Filton, Heller Machine
Tools (https://is.gd/fapeva) has supplied a
large, heavy duty, 4-axis H 16000 horizontal
machining centre with a high torque spindle to
rough machine titanium aircraft components.
Installed on budget and ahead of schedule
during the latter part of 2017, this year it
started producing a family of five structural
components from titanium forgings, operating
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The machine was required to support a
doubling of parts requirement, with the Heller
solution chosen from a list of six potential
suppliers.
Says John Hendry, project improvement
engineer: “The Heller machine was the best
value solution for us at the quality end of the
market.
“We were also reassured that the Germanowned company has a manufacturing presence
in the UK, at Redditch, where they produce the
smaller versions of these 4-axis machines.
“It means that there is a strong engineering
capability nearby, if it is ever needed. Support
has certainly been readily available so far,
both from the UK and also from the German
factory.”
Mike Davis, engineering group leader, who
selected the machine in conjunction with
Hendry, adds: “We already had experience of
Heller’s equipment and service, as one of their
HF 3500 trunnion-type 5-axis HMCs has been
in use here since the end of 2016, machining
titanium parts in our additive manufacturing
R&D department.
“It is noteworthy that this machine was
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actually manufactured in Redditch, as it is one
of the 5-axis models that they have been
designated to produce, along with the larger
HF 5500.”
The specification of the H 16000 at Filton
includes axis travels of 2,400 by 1,600 by
1,600 mm and a high torque, HSK-100A
spindle rated at 2,292 Nm/60 kW/6,000 rpm.
Mark Edwards, operations group leader of
the Hard Metal Cell within the IMF, took
advantage of the H 16000’s arrival to reengineer all five titanium aircraft parts. None
requires simultaneous milling in more than
three CNC axes and he was able to find
significant cycle time savings on the 4-axis
machine, compared with the existing 5-axis
process routes.
New strategies include taking lighter, faster
cuts with solid carbide mills and reducing the
number of inserted tools. These benefit from
assisted penetration through 60-bar coolant
delivered to the point of cutting, increasing
metal removal rate, improving surface finish by
reducing the chatter from interrupted cutting
and prolonging tool life.
For the largest of the five structural
components, which measures 2,400 mm long
by 200 mm wide by 170 mm high, the cycle
time was cut from 70 hours across two
operations to 52 hours, a saving of more than
a quarter. Similar reductions have been
achieved on all of the parts, the smallest of
which still involves 14 hours of machining.
As an indication of the amount of metal
removal involved, a mid-size component
measuring 1.1 m long is machined from a 176
kg titanium forging, which is reduced to 60%
less, 67 kg, after machining.
Global aerospace company Magellan
Aerospace, headquartered in Mississauga,
Canada, has installed a Studer S41 CNC
universal cylindrical grinding machine at its
Bournemouth facility, which specialises in the
production of wing rib structures of less than
2 m in length. It also makes items such as
pintle pins, undercarriage pins and split

Reduced cycle times are a win for GKN
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Engine turbine assembly inspection order
RPI UK has supplied five integrated
measurement assembly platforms (iMAPs) to
Rolls-Royce and its approved MRO facilities.
iMAP is proven to reduce inspection times
by 90% and improve gauge repeatability and
reproducibility by up to 10 times. It will be
used by Rolls-Royce to measure and
assemble engine turbine rotors at its sites in
Derby and Germany.
Atlanta-based
Delta Airlines, which
carries out
maintenance, repair
and overhaul (MRO)
of the Rolls-Royce
Trent engine, has
also purchased a
RPI iMAP machine –
the first one sold to
a Rolls-Royceapproved MRO
facility.
Jim Palmer, RPI’s
sales manager, said:
“We’ve been working
with Rolls-Royce for over 30 years, so its great
news that both Rolls-Royce and their approved
MRO facilities are choosing to invest in IMAP,
which has been independently verified to give
significant operational improvements over
traditional measurement methods.
“With world-class accuracy, our iMAP
machine achieve higher levels of quality by
helping our customers understanding of their
machining process capabilities, as well as
saving money and resources by significantly

chrome halves, all of which need high
precision grinding to achieve the required
demanding standards of accuracy and surface
finish. Bournemouth is a satellite operation to
Magellan Aerospace’s main Wrexham, North
Wales, factory, which supplies wing
components up to 22 m in length to nearby
Airbus in Broughton and has won business
from many other companies, including GKN,
Spirit, and Triumph Aerospace.
Explains Keith Summers, Magellan
Aerospace engineering manager, special
projects European operations: “Before any
purchase, as well as considering the ability of
any new manufacturing aid, we also take into
account the levels of service and technical
back-up provided by the vendor concerned.
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reducing inspection times and the need for
costly rotor teardowns, due to inefficient rotor
assembly optimisation.”
iMAP’s data acquisition software,
AccuScan, enables manufacturers to measure
up to 4,000 data points on up to eight
surfaces simultaneously per revolution,
thereby significantly reducing process times
compared with other available method.
This significantly
improved inspection data
is then used by
IntelliStack, iMAP’s rotor
stacking program, to
solve the mathematical
problem of how to best
assemble a multi-stage
rotor assembly to achieve
minimum runout or
unbalance of the finished
rotor.
Specifically designed
to inspect large and
heavy components, RPI’s
iMAP machines are fully
compatible with any shopfloor environment
whilst maintaining world-class accuracies
more commonly seen in the standards
laboratory.
Combining a motorised high precision air
bearing rotary axis, rigid column unit, antivibration granite base and AccuScan
multi-channel circular geometry inspection
software, IMAP is described as the definitive
system for productivity improvement in turbine
rotor assembly.

When recently considering the purchase of a
new CNC universal cylindrical grinding
machine for our Bournemouth facility, in
addition to the proposed machine’s
capabilities, as ever, we also took into
consideration all of the important technical
support and service aspects of the purchase.
“Having been enthusiastic users of Studer
S30 and S21 grinders, purchased from
Advanced Grinding Supplies [https://is.gd/
umapeq], not only have we been delighted
with the performance of these machines,
we have also been impressed by the support
and advice received from the supplier.
“While we’ve had a positive experience
with our Studer machines and the levels of
service received, mindful of the possible
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Magellan Aerospace in
Bournemouth has installed
this Studer S41
progress made by other manufacturers, before
making our recent purchase we looked at
several alternative grinding machine brands.
Although some of the models we examined
were able to satisfy most of our technical,
precision and capacity needs, the only machine
that ticked all of our boxes was the Studer S41
CNC universal cylindrical grinding machine.
I was able to visit the Studer factory in
Switzerland and witness in-depth grinding trials
that confirmed the outstanding performance of
the S41 on our parts and its ability to deliver
improvements in cycle times. As a result of the
S41’s suitability and given the guarantee of
continued support from Advanced Grinding
Supplies Ltd, we were happy to place an
order.”
He continues: “The help of Peter Harding of

Advanced Grinding Supplies was invaluable
when we were specifying the machine and its
accessories and consumables, such as
dressing tools, grinding wheels and coolant.
We believed that these important add-ons will
help us to realise the full productive potential
of our new grinder.
“Given our urgent requirement, the lead
time given to Studer for the machine was
shorter than normal. As well, the machine
needed to be delivered between Christmas and
New Year. Not only were Studer able to
manufacture the machine on time, it was
installed on the promised day.”
The purchased Studer S41 can
accommodate large workpieces weighing up to
250 kg in its 1,000 by 275 mm centre length/
height envelope. ■

Production technology update
■ Kennametal’s Harvi Ultra 8X (https://is.gd/
ocuhiq) was designed to predictably remove
328 cm3 of Ti-6Al-4V each minute while
attaining 60 minutes of tool life per cutting
edge. But a recent test run saw a figure of
more than 1,000 cm3 of material removed in
just one minute. The feat was achieved using
an 80 mm diameter cutter set at 95 mm
axial depth of cut, 20 mm radial depth of cut
and feedrate of 423 mm/min, with the cutter
ploughing through this aerospace superalloy
for nearly three minutes straight, without
flinching.
■ The Cincinnati HMC 800 being introduced
by Fives Group is aimed at demanding
aerospace, oil and gas, and other industrial
hard-metal manufacturing applications that
require precision machining.
https://is.gd/uzelow
■ Ceratizit Group has introduced its
CTCS245 milling grade specifically for nickelbased heat-resistant super alloys (HRSAs).
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The CTCS245 grade has been designed to
enhance performance on materials such as
Inconel, Nimonic and Rene, which are used
widely in modern aerospace applications.
https://is.gd/giyeci
■ Castrol has expanded its range of high
performance XBB metalworking fluids with the
launch of Hysol SL 37 XBB and Hysol SL 45
XBB, broadening the range of application of
the XBB offer. https://is.gd/ocozec
■ MaxiMill HFC-TUR is ideal for roughing
turbine blades, being able to achieve feed
rates double those achieved with button
inserts, which have been the traditional
approach to such tasks. https://is.gd/devolo
■ Cutting tool and tooling system specialist
Sandvik Coromant is introducing two new
ceramic insert grades that are capable of
performing high speed, high security turning
operations on components made from
demanding HRSA (heat resistant superalloy)
materials. https://is.gd/fusogo
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Competitive gains
From its impressive facilities in South Korea, DaehanENG
produces almost 7,000 different aerospace components for OEMs
based all over the world. An increase in demands for parts
produced from hard-to-cut materials, paired with the ongoing
industry cost-down drive affecting the price of aerospace parts,
are just a two of the challenges that the company is facing in
order to secure growth. DaehanENG aims to capitalise on new
opportunities with CGTech’s CNC veriﬁcation and simulation
software, VERICUT, combined with the software’s recently
launched feedrate optimisation module, FORCE

L

ocated in Ham-an,
Gyeongsangnam-do, South Korea,
DaehanENG facilities are focused
on the production of components for
the aerospace sector. Since it was
established in 2005, the company
has continuously invested in the latest
manufacturing technologies and research
and development, creating an enviable
reputation as a trusted supplier within
the supply chain of global aerospace
OEMs.
The reducing cost of parts, due to

Company CEO Youngsup Kim says: “We
win more orders, but the proﬁtability is
not keeping up with the increasing work
we do, because customers look for better
prices.” CGTech’s VERICUT is being
applied to counteract this
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increased competition in the market, is
one of the causes of profit margins
falling for small- and medium-size
manufacturers such as DaehanENG.
More and more companies are seeking a
solution to address these tough
challenges through productivityenhancing technologies and efficiency
gains, such as automation and lights-out
manufacturing.
DaehanENG mainly produces
aerospace parts, predominantly from
defence industry materials, and plans to
pioneer the adoption of the latest
manufacturing technologies to increase
its levels of competitiveness in the global
market. The company believes ongoing
investment in both automation facilities
and advanced software will get the
business through this tough market
situation.
Company CEO Youngsup Kim says:
“We win more orders, but the profitability
is not keeping up with the increasing
work we do because, customers look for
better prices. New aircraft demands are
increasing the amount of parts that are
cut from difficult materials. There’s an
immediate need for manufacturing
technology that will get delicate jobs
done while keeping expenses low.
I believe investment in the latest
machines and software, like automated
manufacturing solutions, CADCAM, and
ERP, are critical at this stage to address
the challenges we have.”
DaehanENG is a pioneering company,
for example using an ERP system to

comprehensively manage production
processes, quality control and salesrelated data. The company has also
invested in precision manufacturing
capabilities and efficiency enhancement
through new 5-axis machining centres.
Now its latest interest focuses on CNC
machine tool simulation and optimisation
software VERICUT.
The aerospace machining specialist
purchased its first VERICUT seat in
2016. For 13 years prior to that, most of
the company’s components were either
3-axis machined or moulded, more easy
to deal with than the recently demanded
complex parts that require full 5-axis
machining techniques. So, the need for
simulation has also increased. “We know
5-axis cuts are far riskier than 3-axis
strategies, in terms of machine crashes
or tool collisions. Aerospace parts are
made of expensive materials and the
material prices keep rising. I have to
save time and keep costs to the
minimum. I believe that a perfect NC
program can do it for me,” explains
Youngsup Kim.
DaehanENG simulates all 906 jobs
done by its 5-axis machines, as well as
all of the 3-axis products using VERICUT
verification, multi-axis and AUTO-DIFF
modules. The AUTO-DIFF module
compares a CAD design model to a
VERICUT simulation to automatically
detect differences. After experiencing
how VERICUT simulation improves the
manufacturing quality, DaehanENG is
pushing the boundaries testing and
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DaehanENG produces almost 7,000
different aerospace components for
OEMs based all over the world

evaluating VERICUT’s feedrate
optimisation module, FORCE. A physicsbased solution, FORCE analyses cutting
force, spindle power, chip thickness and
maximum feedrates to come up with the
optimal constant feedrate, cut-by-cut
from both the workpiece and cutting tool
models.
Quality team manager Youngjung Kim
explains: “If a normal cutting condition is
applied to hard-to-cut materials such as
titanium and heat-treated steels, it will
slow the whole process down
significantly. FORCE helps to speed up
difficult cutting conditions, so we keep or
even enhance our competitive edge in

the market.”
The company ran a few FORCE trial
runs with CGTech’s technical support. In
one test, a SUS (17-5PH) plate
production time has decreased by 30
minutes, from 4 hours 10 minutes to 3
hours 40 minutes, by optimising only one
tool. In another test, the production time
of a large aluminium plate has gone
down from 13 hours to 11 hours and 30
minutes, a saving of nearly 12% per part.
DaehanENG continues to make
investments to improve both the
manufacturing technology and its price
competitiveness, aiming to digitalise all
of its production processes using CAD/

DaehanENG simulates all 906 jobs
performed by its 5-axis machines, as
well as all of the 3-axis programs, which
use VERICUT veriﬁcation, multi-axis and
AUTO-DIFF modules
CAM software and management systems
like MES and ERP. Concludes CEO
Youngsup Kim: “In order to lead the
market, we have to keep our technology
at the very leading-edge with an
accumulated manufacturing database.
Technology capabilities and management
flexibility will be achieved through
digitalisation and it will take the
business even further.” ■

CGTech VERICUT Version 8.2 highlights
CGTech’s latest release of VERICUT CNC simulation software,
Version 8.2, has been developed with input from thousands of
the software’s users worldwide. The focus of the latest VERICUT
iteration has been to provide features that improve simulation
visibility, speed workflow and streamline each user’s verification
process.
Among the major upgrades are those relating to the user
interface, FORCE Turning and additive manufacturing modules, to
list but a few.
A modernised user interface now uses a right-mouse-button
ribbon to put favourite VERICUT functions just a click away and
provide convenient access to external applications that
programmers find useful. The configurable head-up display (HUD)
improves simulation monitoring and visibility by showing the NC
program, or machining and cutting status information, overlaid
on top of VERICUT’s graphical views. HUD provides constant
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access to important details about the machining process, while
keeping simulation views as large as possible for optimal
viewing. Furthermore, NC program alert symbols and colours
highlight errors and warnings found in NC programs, making it
faster and easier to identify problem sources.
An additional enhancement relates to ‘FORCE’ a physicsbased NC program optimisation module that CGTech says
analyses and improves cutting conditions to achieve ideal chip
thicknesses, while managing the cutting forces and spindle
power required. VERICUT 8.2 introduces ‘FORCE Turning’ to
optimise lathe turning and mill-turn operations, when combined
with FORCE Milling. FORCE Turning makes it easy to create NC
programs for the optimal cutting of inside/outside diameters,
shoulders and within corners and tight spaces – without the
worry of encountering excessive cutting forces or high spindle
power demands.
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GE’s efforts add up
GE is a major additive manufacturing (AM) user and technology supplier,
and is set to be a major force in expanding its use. Here Machinery
charts its story in brief, highlighting key developments

G

E is a major player in the AM area,
with 2012 a key year. Then, GE
Aviation collaborated with Morris
Technologies and reduced the number of
metal parts in a jet engine fuel nozzle from
20 to one, leading to a 25% weight reduction
and reduced assembly times. This was the
progenitor of CFM International’s LEAP
engine’s AM-produced fuel nozzle. The nozzle
is a single-piece AM-produced unit replacing
25 conventionally-made and assembled parts
(video of whole story: https://is.gd/raruqu).
Those 2012 efforts were made real in
April 2016 when Airbus took delivery of the
first two LEAP-1A engines for its nextgeneration A320 passenger jet. GE Aviation
and France’s Safran are equal partners in
the engine’s manufacturer, CFM
International. A GE manufacturing facility in
Alabama, USA, will produce the thousands of
nozzles required to fulfil engine orders.
GE has invested well over $100 million in the
Auburn site, the first plant in the aerospace
industry to mass produce additively
manufactured engine components. More
than 40 additive machines operate around
the clock. In May, GE said the
Auburn plant had printed more
than 21,000 nozzles, and
production is eventually
expected to reach 40,000
per year.
A year earlier, in April
2015, GE Aviation received
its first FAA clearance to use a
3D-printed metal part in a
commercial jet engine. The sensor
housing for a compressor inlet
temperature sensor is produced by a
selective laser sintering (SLS) system.
GE contracted with Boeing to use the
part in more than 400 GE90-94B
engines to be used on Boeing
777 jets.
The company concluded a
project in summer of 2016 that saw an
a-CT7 helicopter engine redesigned for AM
production. This saw 40% of the engine
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components additively manufactured. GE’s
Advanced Turboprop (ATP) engine, announced
in 2015, draws on this experience, it being
the first clean-sheet design turboprop to be
introduced to market in 30 years. It will
power Textron Aviation’s Cessna Denali that
will enter service in 2020. AM allowed 855
components to become 12, engine weight
dropping 100 lb, helping to deliver 10% more
power at altitude, 20% more range and a
15% lower mission fuel burn than previous
engines in its class.
The GE9X from GE Aviation will use 19
3D-printed fuel nozzles – the engine will
power Boeing’s 777X aircraft, due to enter
service next year. The 777X also employs 3D
printing in support of production processes,
with the wing trim and drill tool used in the
production of the plane’s folding wingtip
being the world’s “largest solid 3D-printed
item,” certified in 2016 by Guinness World
Records. Boeing worked with Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) on this. The part
was made in 30 hours using carbon fibre and
thermoplastic composite materials. It is
17.5’ long, 5.5’ wide and 1.5’ tall.
In 2016, GE made purchases in the metal
AM production and materials technology
arenas – it owns or has a controlling share in
AM machine makers Concept Laser of
Germany and Arcam of Sweden, plus AM
software firm GeonX of Belgium and powder
material maker AP&C of Canada. This means
GE owns two of the five principal 3D printing
technologies – powder and electron-beam.
“Our goal is to get into all of the these,” GE
Additive chief Mohammad Ehteshami said
in April last year, according to Reuters.
Those companies reside within
GE Additive, created in 2016.
The company is doing its
best to promote
the AM process
more widely.
Accelerating
the additive
revolution
through a global
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CFM’s LEAP engine uses additively-manufactured fuel nozzles
(below), made in high volumes at a GE factory in Alabama

network of trusted partners, its Manufacturing
Partner Network (MPN) announced in July. It
already boasts its own global additive network
– it has one in the UK, Arcam CAD to Metal,
Warwick (https://is.gd/oﬁsol). Indeed, that
operation has seen a recent change of top
management; it is now headed by Tristan
Chubb, a director of various GE UK operations.
The first three partners to join the GE
Additive’s MPN are Canada’s Burloak
Technologies, Carpenter Technology
Corporation, a US-headquartered firm with
operations in Alcester, as well as Belgium,
and Proto Labs Inc, another US firm with a UK
operation (https://is.gd/ehajoq). Such
companies are additive production partners
that will help customers make additive parts
in volume. GE Additive’s Customer Experience
Centres in Munich and Pittsburg will continue
to support customers with prototyping and low
volume production but will act as a bridge to
the MPN, the company says.
According to an April 2018 TCT Magazine
report (https://is.gd/obuguw) on the Additive
Manufacturing Users Group 2018 event,
GE Additive is aiming to disrupt the wider
manufacturing market by harnessing AM.
Quoting GE Additive’s strategy growth leader,
Greg Morris, the report says the company has
more than 1,000 projects in progress, 50,000
AM parts in the field and believes the AM
market may grow to around the $76bn mark
within the next 10 years. And Morris said that
he is “very convinced this industry will become
a major force in manufacturing”. ■
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3D-printed in,
or for, space
GE highlights that space travel is also
employing the AM process. In 2014, at
the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC)
in Huntsville, Alabama, NASA researchers
designed and printed a functional
prototype of a two-piece rocket injector
that met the performance parameters of
its 163-part predecessor. The part was
manufactured in about 300 hours using
Inconel 625 in an EOS M280 machine
(https://is.gd/wicoci) with proprietary
build parameters.
In November 2017, the Tubesat-POD
(TuPOD) satellite completed its mission.
The tube-shaped deployment satellite
was the first 3D-printed satellite
launched from the International Space
Station (ISS) – it was a carbon fibre
reinforced composite (Windform XT 2.0,
CRP-USA), however, not metal. With four
external anodised aluminium rails and its
composite tube core, it was 40% the
weight of an equivalent aluminium
structure. Previously, in 2014,
astronauts aboard the ISS printed their
first plastic part on a 3D printer. Print-ondemand technology could be pivotal in
carrying out plans to travel to Mars,
GE offers.
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